LINEAR GATES & RAILINGS
Whatever your fencing needs, our ready-to-install fencing panels provide you with flexibility of choice and easy,
trouble free installation. To help decide how much ready-to-install fencing you’ll require, we’ve prepared a user friendly
calculation guide:
HOW TO ORDER
To calculate how many LINEAR panels and posts are required:
1
2
3
4

Take the number of metres required, and round up to the nearest even number. ie. 81 becomes 82 metres.
Divide 82 by 2 = 41 panels required.
Posts. Take 41, and add 1 post to finish off the run = 42 posts.
Select the type of post: Bolt Down (Art 3603BP12) or Concrete-In (3603CP12).
Fixings, to join panels to posts, are included.
5 Decide if you want to use support feet in the installation = 41 x 3603KIT4.
Fixings are included, to secure the feet to horizontal rail.
6 Count the number of corners and add the same number of 3603KIT2 to the order.
7 You are now ready for installation!

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied. F.H.Brundle cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.
This product must only be employed for its original intended use. Any other use is wrong and potentially dangerous. Installation must be carried out in full
compliance with current regulations. F.H.Brundle cannot be held liable for any damages resulting from wrongful, erroneous or negligent use.
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